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Funding Statement 

The Rural Healthcare Provider Transition project is supported by the Health Resources and 

Service Administration (HRSA) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 

under grant number U5ERH39345 as part of a financial assistance award totaling 

$800,000 (0% financed with nongovernmental sources). The contents are those of the author (s) 

and do not necessarily represent the official views of, nor an endorsement, by HRSA/HHS, or the 

U.S. Government.



Objectives
• Understand the essential components to being a credible, influential, 

and empathetic rural health leader in a VBC context. 

• Identify likely barriers and resistance to VBC and VBP and potential 
approaches to address them.

• Reflect on your leadership in a VBC context and identify areas for 
growth or action.
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What is “Value”?
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CMS 2015:

Terminology has been evolving – and depends on your point of view!

Description Source and Timeline

Value= (Quality + Experience)/Cost Seminal article: The Triple Aim: Care, 
health, and cost, Institute for Healthcare 
Improvement, 2008

Improved Community Health, Better 
Patient Care, Smarter Spending

Improving our Health Care Delivery 
System, Fact Sheet, Center for Medicare 
and Medicare Services, January 2015

A Health System that Achieves 
Equitable Outcomes through High 
Quality, Affordable, Person-Centered 
Care

Driving Health System Transformation – A 
Strategy for the CMS Innovation Center’s 
Second Decade, Center for Medicare and 
Medicaid Innovation, October 2021
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http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/Publications/TripleAimCareHealthandCost.aspx
http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/Publications/TripleAimCareHealthandCost.aspx
https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/fact-sheets/better-care-smarter-spending-healthier-people-improving-quality-and-paying-what-works
https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/fact-sheets/better-care-smarter-spending-healthier-people-improving-quality-and-paying-what-works
https://innovation.cms.gov/strategic-direction-whitepaper
https://innovation.cms.gov/strategic-direction-whitepaper
https://innovation.cms.gov/strategic-direction-whitepaper


What is value-based care?
To be successful in value-based payment models, you need to deliver 
value-based care. This entails:

• Emphasizing prevention and wellness, in addition to treatment

• Focusing on improving outcomes

• Helping patients navigate the healthcare system

• Integrating and coordinating care

• Helping patients address health-related social needs

The “value” in value-based care is derived from measuring quality and 
patient experience against the cost of delivering the health outcomes.
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Why focus on leadership?
• The rapidly changing health care landscape requires effective 

leadership to articulate a clear future vision and effectively manage 
change, whether in formal or informal leadership roles.

• Leaders in a value-based care context must concurrently, and 
occasionally paradoxically, improve the care delivered to patients, 
increase the health of the community, and reduce per capita health 
care costs. 

• Rural health care poses additional challenges -- rural leaders may 
not have a close cadre of peers with whom to share ideas and 
experiences. Yet, rural health care leadership development is 
critical for personal growth and professional effectiveness.
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What do we mean by leadership?
• Leadership can be hard to define… 

• Is it a steadfast focus on a goal despite multiple distractions (think 
Abraham Lincoln)? 

• Is it a charismatic and engaging personality (think John Kennedy)?

• Is it a quietly humble pursuit of an ideal (think Mahatma Gandhi)?

• Or is it an affirming style that inspires people to work together (think your 
organization’s best team leader)? 

• All of these examples represent different competencies of 
leadership in action. But why are some leaders more effective 
than others? How does a health care leader assess his or her 
leadership competencies, and then improve them? 
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Leadership skills can be developed!
• Research has found that leadership competency training is 

effective in health care organizations. One need not be a “born 
leader”—in fact, “leadership is a set of observable behaviors 
that, with deliberate practice, can help everyone be more 
effective and make more of a positive difference in the 
workplace, in the community, in the world.” 

• Amy Yarbrough Landry, Michael Stowe, and James Haefner. Competency assessment and 
development among health-care leaders: results of a cross-sectional survey. Health Serv 
Manage Res. May 2012 25: 78-86. 

• Wiley Workplace Learning Solutions. http://www.pfeiffer.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-
811878.html. 
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Leading in a Value-Based Context
As your rural health organization continues on the path to value, you as a 
leader need to be on board and communicating about the transition to 
VBC/P and the “why.”

Who are you leading?

• Clinicians and staff

• Your board

• Your community
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Value-based Care
as a Leadership Endeavor
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Transitioning from Volume to Value
You are leading your organization to:

• New organizational skills and resources

• Investment in value-based care capacity 

• Tailored local approach based on:
• Environmental insights 
• Attentive partnerships
• Thoughtful experiments
• Continuous learning
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A Culture Which Prioritizes Value is 
Essential

Cultural Success Factors

• Leadership 

• Plan Supported by Systematic Processes

• Flexibility 

• Expectations that Prioritize Quality and Value 

• Celebrate Wins
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Success Factors:
Leadership Engagement

• Visible commitment to value

• System and process orientation

• Allocation of resources

• Accountability 
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Success Factors:
A Plan and a Systematic Process
• Planful approach on the path to value 

• Common language 

• Attention to the flow of information
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Success Factors:
Flexible Structure

• No single right way -- be creative in how you re-design the 
work 

• Focus on what makes sense based on your needs, staff 
capability, and community

• Allow flexibility and engagement of wide variety of staff in 
planning and implementation
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Success Factors:
Expectations that Prioritize Value

• Distributed leadership – quality, cost, and patient 
experience are everyone’s role and responsibility

• Resist temptation to allow direct patient care 
activities prevent QI work – “Too busy chopping 
wood to sharpen the axe”

• A commitment to health equity – you can’t have 
quality without equity. 
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Success Factors:
Celebrate Wins
• Recognize progress (small steps or lessons 

learned) and celebrate accomplishments

• Ensure people feel that their efforts and results 
are appreciated 

• Keep teams engaged in the work going forward

• Can be simple, but also an opportunity to be 
creative and have fun
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Leadership for Value: 
A Few Tips
• If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it

• Manage the processes, in support of the people

• Put the right data in the right hands at the right 
time

• Engage the people who do and understand the 
work

• Quality and equity are inseparable
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Leadership Growth and Action
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Why might you expect resistance to value-
based care?
• There are challenges and potential unintended consequences to being 

on the path to value as a rural hospital or clinic

• Be prepared to acknowledge and talk about the tensions:

• Balancing short-term fee-for-service revenue vs. longer term investments which 
will ultimately produce shared savings and incentives

• Different types of investments address medical needs from those which support 
community orgs which address social care needs
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Reaching for Equity
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What does the NEJM commentary tell 
us?
• ”Value-based payment programs implicitly prioritize well-resourced 

clinicians and health systems.”

• “The value-based care movement has traditionally prioritized reducing 
spending, but advancing health equity demands spending more on 
Value-based payment programs implicitly prioritize well-resourced 
clinicians and health systems.”

• My take-away: VBC/P has not generally aligned to serve rural health 
care nor underserved communities very well…but new models are 
emerging which better enable rural health care organizations to be on 
the path. 
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Leadership for Value
Expanding healthcare payment alternatives, such as shared savings and 
bundled payments, demand that a healthcare organization develop and 
deploy new organizational capacities to deliver value-based care. 

• Facilitate and/or support community planning, coalitions, and 
connections

• Identify resources and invest strategically
• Engage staff, clinicians, patients, and caregivers
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What can guide my focus and actions as a 
leader within my organization?
• Understanding the capacities important to VBC/P success 

and where your organization is in developing these 
capacities can help you as a leader to prioritize time, 
attention, and resources. 

• Our Rural Health Value team created the Value-Based Care 
Assessment Tool | RuralHealthValue.org (uiowa.edu)

• An assessment of 80 specific capacities or best practices categorized 
in eight topics. 
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https://ruralhealthvalue.public-health.uiowa.edu/TnR/vbc/vbctool.php
https://ruralhealthvalue.public-health.uiowa.edu/TnR/vbc/vbctool.php


Using the VBC Assessment Tool as a Leaders’ 
Guide

• Governance and 
Leadership 

• Care Coordination 

• Clinical Care 

• Community Health 

• Patient and Family Engagement 

• Performance Improvement and 
Reporting 

• Health Information Technology 

• Financial Risk Management
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Domain examples

Governance and Leadership

• The senior leadership team includes positions, 
identified by title and/or job description, who 
have clear accountability to improve clinical 
quality and patient safety, improve the patient 
experience, advance community health, and 
lower total costs.

• Senior leaders employ regular “walkarounds” 
interacting with front-line staff.

Clinical Care

• An after-hours care system (e.g., practice call 
line and extended clinic hours) supports 
access to care that can help reduce 
emergency department use for non-emergent 
conditions.

• Processes and training are in place to assure 
appropriate access to palliative care support, 
hospice services, and end-of-life care.
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What can guide my focus and actions in my 
community?
The goal is to have assessments and strategies designed to enhance the 
health of all individuals in a community across a spectrum of ages and 
conditions.
• A new resource guide and infographic provides rural health care 

leaders a variety of toolkits, strategies, and information to help initiate, 
improve, and inspire community engagement strategies that support 
value.
• Rural Health Value Community Engagement Resource Guide

• The following infographic highlights strategies for community 
engagement and benefits aligned with value-based care. (2023)
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https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flink.uiowa.edu%2Fl%2F081f2968-9191-4d7c-9ea4-b3247c4a157e%3Fm%3D0dac493a-3371-4b0a-98d5-11f25144ed3f%26c%3Dd.pubhealth.rupri%26i%3D202306&data=05%7C01%7CJLUNDBLAD%40stratishealth.org%7Cb49b1a13f16f4d3e683208db6c2be47a%7C9ad2157e264f4c6c9c598f837b11f090%7C0%7C0%7C638222708021920747%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=TkBSKZ2cCvoggcEpv7H%2FHDeYy8EQpnkCkJAQCS47XVA%3D&reserved=0
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flink.uiowa.edu%2Fl%2Fde4853a4-3db9-4441-8e94-2387ba80081e%3Fm%3D0dac493a-3371-4b0a-98d5-11f25144ed3f%26c%3Dd.pubhealth.rupri%26i%3D202306&data=05%7C01%7CJLUNDBLAD%40stratishealth.org%7Cb49b1a13f16f4d3e683208db6c2be47a%7C9ad2157e264f4c6c9c598f837b11f090%7C0%7C0%7C638222708021920747%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=tL58iYzCs5nSai5zUJXrYB7IUGRF0SUG2OeRle7Sdbk%3D&reserved=0


Care
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For your self-reflection as a leader in in a 
value-based context…
• Identify recent examples of how your organization has celebrated quality and 

value. Can you name three from the past year?

• If someone from outside your organization was visiting, what easily 
identifiable artifacts would they see that reflect your organization’s 
commitment to value?

• What structured method for implementation of quality improvement efforts 
does your organization use? How do you know it’s used consistently? 

• How is accountability for value-based care distributed at your organization? 
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Parting advice
• Alignment of what you do and say is what creates trust and credibility 

• Be the leader you would want to follow

“A leader takes people where they want to go.  A great leader takes 
people they don’t necessarily want to go, but ought to be.” 

Rosalynn Carter
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www.ruralhealthvalue.org 
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http://www.ruralhealthvalue.org/


Thank you for your work to improve the lives of 
rural people and communities!
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Thank you!
Jennifer P. Lundblad, PhD, MBA

President & CEO

Stratis Health

952-853-8523

jlundblad@stratishealth.org
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